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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks supporting the free mobil-
ity of nodes can be useful for several applications. For example,
in residential areas and rehab centres, sensors can be attached
to subjects to monitor their movements, body exertions, and
cardiac activities. These benefits, however, are also challenged
by the difficulty of establishing reliable and stable links. In
cellular networks, mobile stations are always associated with the
nearest base station through intra- and inter-cellular handover.
The underlying process is that the quality of an established link is
continually evaluated and handover decisions are dully made by
resource rich base stations. In wireless sensor networks, should a
seamless handover be carried out, the task has to be accomplished
by energy constraint, resource-limited, and low-power wireless
sensor nodes in a distributed manner. In this paper we propose a
sender-initiated mobility management protocol to enable seamless
handover. We have fully implemented the protocol in TinyOS
environment for the TelosB and Imote2 platforms, experiment
results showing that our protocol achieves high reliability and
triggers less handover requests (less than 50% to 80%) compared
to three state-of-the-arts. Furthermore, our protocol reduces the
signalling overhead by up to 95%.

Index Terms—Handover, MAC, mobility, mobility manage-
ment, wireless sensor network

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide range of applications in wireless sensor networks
require mobility support. Examples are healthcare applications
[4], applications supporting independent living in residential
areas [1], applications monitoring pollution in smart cities
[15], and wildlife monitoring [10]. One of the main challenges
in supporting mobility is the difficulty of establishing stable
and reliable links when a continuous streaming of data is
required. Independent studies have shown that wireless links
established with low-power radios (i.e., those complying with
the IEEE 802.15.4 specification) are often lossy and dynamic
[8], [16], the fluctuation in link quality becoming significant
for mobile nodes (some have reported ±10 dB fluctuation for
distances less than 30 m) [19], [18], [5].

In cellular networks, the task of managing mobility (intra-
and inter-cellular handover) is assigned to resource-rich base
stations. Should the same feature be supported in wireless
sensor networks, the management task should be undertaken
by energy constraint, resource-limited, and low-power wireless
sensor nodes. Furthermore, unlike cellular base stations, which
are always powered on and active, the potential relay nodes
with which a new link should be established before an existing
one breaks, may be sleeping in order to save energy.

Ideally, a mobility management protocol in wireless sensor
networks should be resilient to transient link dynamics but
quick to react to persistent link quality degradations. This
aspect entails:

• identifying the appropriate time to initiate a handover
process,

• seamless discovery of candidate (neighbour) nodes, and
• selection of the most reliable relay node.

These steps have been addressed in the literature in different
ways.

MRI-MAC [6] assumes that the relative location of a mobile
node with respect to a stationary relay node can be estimated
from the RSSI values of the packets it receives. In order
to collect sufficient statistics from incoming ACK packets in
short time, the protocol uses burst transmission. If the relative
distance of a node with the current relay node is beyond a
predefined threshold, the mobile node initiates a handover
immediately. To discover candidate relay nodes, the mobile
node eavesdrops on beacons transmitted by neighbour relay
nodes.

MX-MAC [5] and MoX-MAC [2] extend X-MAC [3] to
support a seamless handover. The former employs Least Mean
Square (LMS) filter to predict the link quality of a mobile
node and defines a threshold to trigger a handover, while
the latter triggers a handover upon experiencing a single
packet failure. SmartHop [9] transmits beacons in burst to
discover candidate neighbours and estimates the relative link
quality of its neighbours by evaluating received ACK packets.
The handover decision is made by setting a predefined RSSI
threshold with a hysteresis margin. The protocol is designed
on the basis of an extensive study on the impact of key PHY
and MAC parameters on the handover performance. However,
the protocol does not support duty-cycling and assumes that
candidate relay nodes are active all the time.

In this paper we propose a mobility management protocol
to address the three features we identified above. Its typical
features can be summarised as follows: It (1) enables mobile
nodes to join a network quickly; (2) supports burst transmis-
sion in order to let a mobile node transfer as many packets
as possible when the quality of a link is good and stable; (3)
employs a Kalman filter in the background in order to predict
the state of a mobile link with statistics obtained from received
ACK packets; and (4) establishes the temporal evolution of all
potential links during neighbour discovery in order to identify



the best relay node to which a communication should be
transferred.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section III, we introduce our protocol and discuss its im-
plementation detail. In Section IV, we present experiment
results and quantitative comparisons with three state-of-the-
art mobility management protocols. Finally, in Section V, we
provide concluding remarks and outline future work.

II. SEAMLESS HANDOVER

In a wireless sensor network supporting mobile nodes, the
predominant traffic flow is from the mobile nodes to a remote
base station via intermediate, stationary relay nodes. Hence,
the main task of the relay nodes is assisting the mobile nodes.
This is the case for many residential applications (healthcare,
independent living) where sensor nodes are deployed on the
bodies of people who nevertheless move freely and carry
out everyday tasks while vital biomedical measurements are
collected from them.

In order to support uninterrupted monitoring and a steady
streaming of packets, we support a seamless handover. In our
protocol, a mobile node initiates a handover when it perceives
that the link it has already established with a stationary
relay node is becoming bad. This can be done by evaluating
physical and link layer parameters of received ACK packets.
Moreover, a handover can be initiated and completed without
first breaking an established link. This can be achieved by
embedding handover requests into the MAC header of data
packets.

A. Protocol Design

Our protocol is a preamble-based MAC protocol [3] and
supports burst transmission [7]. Hence, when a mobile node
first attempts to join the network, it transmits a preamble until
a nearby relay node responds with an acknowledgement. The
preamble is anycast, in that all neighbour relay nodes can
access and respond to it, as illustrated in Fig.1. With the arrival
of a beacon (acknowledgement) packet, the join phase will
be completed (this process will be explained in more detail
shortly).

After establishing connection with a specific relay node,
the mobile node begins transmitting packets in burst with
unicast/ACK scheme, as depicted in the right part of Fig.1.
While the transmission is still going on, the mobile sender
estimates and predicts the link quality by continuously eval-
uating physical and link layer parameters in the background.
In case of a steady link quality deterioration (characterised by
persisting packet loss rate and poor RSSI values of incoming
ACK packets), the mobile node initiates a handover request
to all nearby relay nodes without actually breaking the data
transmission with the current relay node. When it discovers a
better relay node, it then transfers communication to this node
and resumes burst transmission with unicast/ACK scheme. The
cycle of burst transmission, handover trigger and neighbour
discovery/selection is repeated until the bulk data transfer is
completed.
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Fig. 1: MSI-MAC introduces anycast to discover and join the
network with the first awoken receiver in the vicinity. The label
M and R in the figure represent mobile sender and receivers
respectively

Our design approach takes many of the requirements of low-
power wireless sensor networks into account:

• In contrast to existing or proposed preamble-based MAC
protocols, our protocol establishes a link by anycasting
the first data packet and with a relay node which wakes
up and acknowledges the earliest. This minimizes the
number of packets transmitted as preamble and leads to
a fast network joining.

• Unlike many mobility-aware MAC protocols, except for
the network join, our protocol employs a unicast com-
munication during the whole transmission, even during
neighbour discovery and selection phase. As a result no
data packet duplication is introduced and, therefore, no
duplication suppression mechanism is required.

• Our protocol does not require extra control packets to
manage a handover process thereby reducing the sig-
nalling overhead, for example, when compared with ME-
Contiki [13] and SmartHop [9].

• Our protocol is compatible with duty-cycled operations.

B. Fast Network Join

A mobile node may not have sufficient information about
the relay node distribution in its surrounding. Therefore, it
has to first search for an available relay node before it can
transfer communication to a new link. In compliance with the
IEEE 802.15.4 specification, it first performs clear channel
assessment (CCA) to ensure that the medium is free. Then,
it transmits the first data packet repeatedly in anycast mode,
until it receives an acknowledgement from a nearby relay
node. At the receiver’s side, when a relay node receives an
anycast data packet1, it does not evaluate the entire packet in
order to acknowledge it. Instead, it generates a beacon packet
containing its own address and sends the beacon to the mobile
node. The purpose is to simply indicate that it is available and
ready to receive the remaining data packets. In case multiple
relay nodes receive the anycast packet simultaneously, the

1In our implementation, we reserve the address 0x8000 as anycast
address.
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Fig. 2: The collision probability distribution function during
anycast packet transmission within a single wakeup period (the
wake up intervals is set between 250 ms to 100 ms).

probability of multiple beacons experiencing collision will be
high.

To illustrate the impact of this: suppose that during the
active period of a duty cycle, T , a mobile sender transmits at
most N packets with inter-packet interval τ . We can express
N as N = b τT c. Suppose also the wakeup times of the relay
nodes are statistically independent and uniformly distributed
between (0, T ). If we divide the duty cycle interval T into
N uniform slots, the probability that a relay node awakes at
any one of the N slots to successfully receive a data packet
and respond with a beacon at that slot is 1/N . The beacon
transmission collision occurs when at least two receivers
awake in that slot. So the collision probability can be expressed
as:

Pcollision = 1−

[
1

N

(
1− 1

N

)m−1

+

(
1− 1

N

)m]
(1)

where m is the number of receivers in the neighbourhood of
the mobile sender. Fig. 2 shows the beacon collision probabil-
ity distribution for different wakeup intervals and number of
receivers in the neighbourhood. By properly desynchronizing
the wakeup time at set up time, the probability of beacon
collision can be reduced to an acceptable level for small-scale,
small duty-cycled networks (which is the case for residential
areas, for example). For instance, the collision probability is
between 8% to 30% when the wakeup interval is set from
1000 ms to 250 ms with 10 neighbours.

C. Burst Transmission

Once a mobile sender discovers a relay node, it switches
the communication mode back to unicast/ACK mode and
transmits packets in burst, with no CCA between successive
packets [8]. The idea is to enable the mobile node to transfer as
many packets as possible before the link deteriorates. Hence,
our protocol trades fairness for high throughout.

Two of the key components of our handover management
protocol are the link quality estimation and handover trigger
algorithm. The first continuously evaluates the fluctuation of
link quality and whether this is a steady-state phenomenon.
It is a realisation of the Kalman filter and takes as its input
two link quality metrics from the physical and the link layer,
namely, RSSI values and acknowledgement reception rate
(ARR). The filter predicts whether the deterioration of a link
quality is a steady phenomenon (and, therefore, whether a
handover request should be triggered) or not. The second
component triggers a handover request, collects beacons from
its environment, and selects the best candidate to transfer a
communication.

D. Handover

Instead of broadcasting a sequence of control packets for
discovering potential relay nodes during a handover request,
our protocol keeps data transmission with current receiver as
unicast but embeds a handover request in the MAC header, as
illustrated in Fig. 3 (left part). Nearby relay nodes intercepting
these packets need only evaluate the MAC header in order
to determine whether the packets contain a handover request.
Because surrounding relay nodes may be sleeping during this
phase (as a consequence of duty-cycling), the mobile node
should send multiple requests for a duration that equals the
period of a single duty-cycle. Unlike the unicast/ACK scheme
during a normal burst transmission, where packet transmission
by the mobile node immediately follows the reception of an
acknowledgement packet, the mobile node should now back-
off after receiving an ACK packet from its current relay node.
The reason is that those relay nodes which have intercepted
the data packets and are ready to participate in a handover
process have the possibility to transmit beacons to the mobile
node. Fig. 4 illustrates this period.

Relay nodes, participating in a handover process should also
back-off before they transmit beacons in order to minimise
the probability of collision. In case more than two relay nodes
wake up and respond to a handover request at the same time,
beacon collision will occur and the probability distribution of
this collision can be determined by using Equation 1.

1) Neighbour Selection (NS-phase): As we have already
mentioned, a neighbour discovery lasts an entire duty cycle.
Following this, the mobile node decides to elect one of them
as its future relay node. This decision is made based on the
feedback it gathers from each potential neighbour at the end of
the neighbour discovery period. The feedback is gathered thus:
At the end of a neighbour discovery period, the mobile node
sends to all its neighbours a request for feedback, whereupon
each candidate relay node sends a beacon containing its uni-
cast address and bidding information. The bidding information
consists of:

1) the averaged RSSI value for all the packets the relay
node has intercepted since the beginning of a neighbour
discovery phase;

2) the packet reception ratio; and,
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3) the trend in the change of RSSI values in order to
estimate whether the mobile node is moving towards
the relay node or away from it. This phase is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

The computation of these parameter is as follows:
RSSI: The RSSI values are collected by overhearing data

packets in which a handover request is embedded. We apply an
online moving average algorithm to amortize the calculation
cost to each reception. The averaged RSSI value is calculated
as:

rn = rn−1 +
rn − rn−1

n
,where n > 1 (2)

Packet Reception Ratio (PRR): The packet reception

pattern is aggregated by a counter from the reception of the
first packet containing a handover request to the arrival of
the feedback request. The total number of handover request
transmitted can easily be determined by examining the digital
sequence number in the header.

Mobility Trend: The main aim of neighbour selection is
to choose the most reliable next relay node to which the
remaining packets of a mobile node can be transferred. To
this end, estimating the mobility trend of the mobile node with
respect to a potential relay node is necessary. Since neither the
mobile nor the relay node has an explicit location information
or mobility model, whether or no a mobile node is approaching
or moving away from a relay node can only be estimated
locally by the fluctuating pattern of RSSI values. For a short
duration and distance, it is reasonable to model the change in
the RSSI values as a linear function of time: rssi(t) = at+ b.
Then the changing rate can be estimated by a simple linear
regression model2, which results in:

a =
cov(r, t)

var(t)
(3)

Thus, the link quality bidding metric Lbid can be expressed
as:

Lbid = r + a× s× prr (4)

where s is the remaining number of packets which should
be transmitted in burst and prr is the packet reception ratio.
Based on this input from each relay node, the mobile sender

2The constant a is established by minimising the difference between
rsst(t) and its estimate at+ b in a mean square error sense.



chooses the one with the highest bidding value as its next relay
node.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented our protocol (henceforth called MSI-
MAC) in TinyOS [11] for the TelosB [14] and IMote2
platforms [12], both of which integrate an IEEE 802.15.4
compatible radio (CC2420). A good portion of the code
is hardware independent and can easy be ported to other
platforms and operating systems.

1) Anycast Communication: The CC2420 radio chip does
not support anycast, so we disabled the hardware address
recognition and auto-ack features and delegated to the link
layer the decision whether packet reception should be followed
by the transmission of ACK packet or a beacon. This is
implemented as follows: We reserved 0x8000 as the anycast
address. Any node receiving a data packet destined to this
address and has a valid frame check sequence (FCS), responds
with a beacon containing its address information without delay
(without a CCA).

2) Handover Request: MSI-MAC does not introduce a new
field in the MAC header but uses the most significant bit of the
destination address to issue a handover request. For example,
when a handover request is triggered, the destination address
is set to Rc+0x8000, where Rc is the current receiver address.
This scheme has two benefits:

1) The unicast/ACK scheme remains intact during neigh-
bour discovery. A designated relay node receiving the
data packets in which a handover request is embedded
can respond with an acknowledgement in the usual
way by masking the handover request bit during the
validation of the destination address.

2) All the other relay nodes, however, do not need to
evaluate any part of the data packet except the header
in order to determine whether this packet contains a
handover request.

3) Data and Beacon Format: We extended the 802.15.4
MAC header with two additional fields, namely, “remains”
and “opt” to encode the number of remaining packets in burst
and the beacon’s feedback during neighbour discovery, respec-
tively. When a potential relay node responds to a handover
request with a beacon, it randomly set one bit in the “opt”
field. The mobile sender receives this beacon and sets the same
bit in the “opt” field for next data transmission. If the relay
node receives a handover request with the same “opt” bit, it
will keep its radio on, continue overhearing handover request
packets, but refrain from sending further beacons until the
neighbour discovery period is over and the feedback request
arrives. The “opt” field is used by relay nodes to determine
the feedback transmission order during the neighbour selection
phase. The beacon frame is varied from 13 bytes to 15 bytes
and requires a maximum 480 µs to transmit, the format is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

SFD len FCF src opt

4 bytes 1 1 2 2 1 2

FCSpreamble dsn

1

bid

1

Fig. 5: The format of a beacon for responding to a neighbour
discovery request.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluated our protocol experimentally and compared
it with three state-of-the-art protocols, namely, ME-Contiki,
MX-MAC, and SmartHop (the authors provided us with the
source code). We selected four metrics for our evaluation:
packet success rate, the number of handover triggers, sig-
nalling overhead, and latency.

A. Methodology

We performed the experiment with the MobiLab testbed
[17] consisting of 3 to 10 TelosB and Imote2 nodes, depending
on the specific experiments. One of these nodes was a mobile
robot. The static nodes acted as relay nodes and were deployed
in the corridor of our faculty along a straight line, with a
separating distance of 5 m. The mobile sender carried by the
robot moved at a constant speed of 0.13 m/s from one end
of the corridor to the other end while transmitting packets in
burst. The inter-packet-interval (IPI) is set to 10 ms which
is the minimum interval between two outgoing packets that
is currently supported by the TinyOS implementation. The
transmission power is limited to -25 dBm. Each experiment is
repeated 10 times. The following figures show the averaged
results with error bars (standard deviation). For the perfor-
mance comparison with the-state-of-the art, unless explicitly
stated, we used 5 static relay nodes to minimise the probability
of collision on beacons during neighbour discovery. The
evaluation of more than four neighbours is shown in Table.
I.

B. Packet Success Rate

As illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the packet success rate of the
three protocols are all above 97%, under different wakeup
intervals. The reliability of MSI-MAC is a little bit lower than
ME-Contiki, which is 98.77% against 97.57% for 1000 ms
wakeup interval, while it is slightly higher than MX-MAC.
The reason for the relatively low performance in this respect
is that:

1) ME-Contiki is sensitive to a single packet failure and
triggers handover upon a single packet loss, regardless
of the link dynamics (i.e., irrespective of whether a
mobile node faces a transient or a persistent link quality
deterioration).

2) In contrast, MSI-MAC relies on two metrics coming
from the physical and link layers to estimate the link
quality fluctuation and exhibits a greater tolerance to
transient link fluctuations. As a result, ME-Contiki expe-
riences more handover oscillations (triggers), as depicted
in Fig. 6(b).



TABLE I: Performance comparison: The wakeup interval of relay nodes was set to 1000 ms. The number of neighbours is the
potential nearby relay nodes.

Deployment Protocol PSR(%) Handover Triggers (#) Signaling Overhead (#) Latency (ms)

neighbors: 2
spacing: 10 m

ME-Contiki 98.79% 63 (max: 83) 1151.8 (max: 1529) 11517.5
MX-MAC 95.49% 37.5 (max: 51) 37.5 (max: 51) 372.9
MSI-MAC 95.97% 11.5 (max: 15) 46 (max: 60) 293.3

neighbors: 4
spacing: 5 m

ME-Contiki 98.77% 68.5 (max: 99) 756.9 (max: 1166) 7568.8
MX-MAC 96.81% 36.1 (max: 45) 36.1 (max: 45) 219.4
MSI-MAC 97.57% 8.6 (max: 13) 69 (max: 104) 228.6

neighbors: 8
spacing: max 5 m
min 2.5 m

ME-Contiki 99.2% 55.5 (max: 72) 362.8 (max: 440) 3627.5
MX-MAC 97.0% 56 (max: 69) 56.0 (max: 69) 179.7
MSI-MAC 98.0% 8.5 (max: 12) 136 (max: 192) 242.2

C. Handover Triggers

Triggering a handover request at the appropriate time is
essential to avoid unnecessary oscillations. If the handover
trigger algorithm is too sensitive to link quality variations,
more handover events are experienced, and consequently, the
handover cost (signalling overhead, latency etc.) is high. On
the contrary, if the algorithm is too tolerant to the link
dynamics and fails to trigger a handover on time, the node
may suffer from a considerable packet loss. Our results show
that MSI-MAC reduces the number of handover triggers by
about 12% and 23% compared to ME-Contiki and MX-MAC,
respectively.

D. Signalling overhead

The signalling messages are exchanged during neighbour
discovery. Fig. 6(c) shows the number of signalling messages
transmitted on average. ME-Contiki has the worst perfor-
mance, because of the relatively poor neighbour discovery
strategy it employs. To suppress the data packet duplication,
instead of transmitting data frames, ME-Contiki anycasts a
burst of control packets to search for a new receiver. This led to
the highest signalling overhead and, as a result, a large number
of handover triggers. In contrast, both MX-MAC and MSI-
MAC embed handover requests within data packets. Hence,
the only signalling overhead is due to the response beacons
generated by potential relay nodes. The difference is that MX-
MAC receives only one beacon from a relay node which
responds the earliest whereas in MSI-MAC, each potential
relay node transmits two beacons to express their readiness
and to bid their suitability. As a result, the signalling overhead
of MSI-MAC is almost twofold when compared with MX-
MAC, and amounts to 9% to 40% of the overhead produced
by ME-Contiki for different wakeup intervals. By contrast,
MX-MAC introduces data packet duplication due to its data
packet broadcasting scheme during neighbour discovery.

E. Latency

In the context of seamless handover, latency is the time
needed to establish a new link and resume burst communica-
tion via this link. Similar to the signalling overhead, latency
is introduced during neighbour discovery. For ME-Contiki,
latency arises due to the time spent during the transmission
of the control packet and the waiting for acknowledgement.
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison: (a) packet success rate (b)
the number of handover triggers (c) signalling overhead (d)
latency averaged per handover trigger.

For MX-MAC and MSI-MAC, it is caused by the back-
off time during the transmission of beacons by potential
relay nodes. The neighbour selection phase in MSI-MAC
contributes additional latency. Fig. 6(d) shows the averaged
latency introduced by handover. As can be seen, the latency
associated with MSI-MAC is significantly the smallest.

F. Comparison with SmartHop

Fig. 7 shows the performance comparison between our
protocol and SmartHop [9]. Since the duty cycling mechanism
is not enabled in SmartHop, to make a fair comparison, we set
the wakeup interval to 125 ms in MSI-MAC and the window
size of neighbour discovery to 10 for SmartHop. In order to fix
other parameters, such as the handover threshold and hystere-
sis margin for SmartHop, we performed a set of preliminary
experiments and tuned them accordingly. SmartHop is a hard
handover solution; in other words, the protocol first interrupts
data transmission during neighbour discovery and associates a
mobile node with an alternative relay node. Consequently, the
signalling overhead and latency are significantly higher (4 to
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44 times greater) in SmartHop than those introduced by MSI-
MAC. Furthermore, when the wireless link is highly dynamic,
SmartHop performs even worse because it relies only on a
single, unreliable metric (RSSI values) to estimate link quality
fluctuation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a protocol for enable a seam-
less handover in wireless sensor networks supporting mobile
nodes. The protocol carries out seamless handover by (1)
enabling mobile nodes to quickly join the network, (2) con-
tinuously evaluating link quality and stability using PHY and
MAC layer parameters and by implementing a Kalman filter,
and (3) defining a bidding metric to select the best relay node
amongst competing nodes. Moreover, our protocol supports
burst transmission in order to enable a mobile node to transfer
as many packets as possible when the link is stable. This
approach also has the added benefit of collecting sufficient
statistics for the Kalman filter, so that it can make reliable
prediction pertaining to link quality fluctuation.

We implemented our protocol for TinyOS runtime environ-
ment and for TelosB and Imote2 platforms. Furthermore, we
compared our protocol with three state-of-the-art protocols.
Thus, through repeated experiments we demonstrated that our
protocol was able to make reliable handover; reduce handover
latency, overhead and oscillation; and deal with transient link
quality fluctuations. In future, we are aiming to focus on
1) optimizing the protocol to further reduce the signalling
overhead and latency by introducing mechanisms to quickly
identify bad links, so that aimless handover attempts can
be quickly aborted, and 2) accommodating and scheduling
multiple mobile senders simultaneously.
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